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   A Publication of: The Arizona Artist Blacksmith Association 

September  2011 Issue No. 152 

 

Don’t miss The  
Reed Carlock Memorial AABA 

Auction and Banquet 
 October 29.   

See page 10 for details 

Throughout this issue you’ll 
find some of  the items that 
were sold at previous AABA 
auctions.   

Chris Contos 

Mo Hamburger 
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President’s Message: 

AABA OFFICERS  and  BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Summertime, I don’t know about you but I love the summer, so much easier to shovel sun than snow, don’t 
need to wear bulky cloths, yeah I live in shorts, can go hiking whenever I want, yes in the afternoon is a great 
time to hike in Phoenix, even in August!  

What about that hammer in, in Flagstaff, for those of you that missed it, it was fun and informative! Also 
learned I should be watching what stuff costs, hmmm. Lots of faces from the northern part of the state, great 
to see ya’ all. 

I received a Face book Message from a Blacksmith friend in Norway who is putting a sculpture of iron 
roses together as a memorial for the bombing that claimed so many lives on July 22, 2011. Our Aug. open 
forge consisted of just that. Jason demonstrated how we make one of our favorite roses and then others made 
some for this great cause!  We ended up with 5 finished roses that day! And Sunday I went in and made a bit 
larger one, about seven inches in Diameter.  Thanks to all of you that helped.  The deadline to get these sent 
to Norway is December 31, but we are going to try and get ours out in September sometime. If you would like 
to donate a rose or help with shipping please contact me!  

The September demo is going to be wild, hold on to your seats!  Gordon Williams will be the demonstra-
tor, and if you have never seen Gordon work you’re in for a treat, but don’t turn away you’ll miss something! 
He is a master with the hammer, as well as extremely informative with his demo’s.   I’m sure he will give out 
more info than our brains will be able to absorb in one demo, but we will try!  Don’t forget to bring something 
for Iron in the Hat! 

On Sunday you will have two choices, Terry Porter will be showing how he makes the wizard, bottle 
opener at Bills OR Gordon has offered to lead a hike 
at Wet Beaver Creek.  

Oh yeah one more thing that weekend, on Friday 
evening we will have a board meeting at Bill and 
Karens, it will start at 6:00pm!  

And Grizzly Iron will be putting together a spe-
cial team for Race for the Cure in Oct. Call our office 
for more details, we will have a special shirt if you 
don’t want to do the race but would like to help the 
cause! 

And don’t forget to start on your piece for the 
auction, it’s been moved up to Oct. this year!  Call 
Jason to help with it, he needs all kinds of help! 

 
Rodger “GRIZZ” LaBrash 
 
                  

Grizz’ 2008  
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Demo:  September 17 & 18 

Demonstrator:    Gordon Williams 
At Bill and Karen Morris’ In Camp Verde 

Registration begins at 8:00 am Demo at 9:00 

As always, safety glasses are required. 

Registration Fee:    $10 Members $15 Non-Members 
Demonstrator:  Saturday: Gordon has a blacksmith school at Pieh Tool Co. and an ornamental shop, 
Victory Forge, both located in Camp Verde. He has a lively demo planned, he said he'd do his best to 
work, teach, talk and pat his belly all at the same time. A partial list of the planned demos include: 
• Making texture tools. 
• Knothole making tools. 
• Rope swage 
• Bamboo with hidden leaf attachment. 
• Leafs of different sorts forge welded using black magic! 
• A fireplace screen, with four ways to stretch and attach the screen. 
• An interesting bar splice. 
• Making pyramid head rivets, with a little different rivet header. 
• Glass flower. 
• Down and dirty tong ring. 
• Eyeball tool making. 
• Fireplace door handle. 
• Maybe a head or two, possibly a cat. 
• Could also try the reverse engineered bird, always a crowd pleaser. 
• “As many helpful hints as I can remember or make up.” 
 Sunday: Hike or Hammer  See page 2 “President’s Message”   
 
 Everyone is invited to donate to the “Iron In The Hat” raffle with the proceeds going to our scholarship fund.  A 
“Show and Tell“ table will be available to display individual members’ works.        
 
Plenty of space is available for tent camping and lim-
ited space is available for dry RV camping. The 
Zane Grey RV Park is approximately 6 miles east on 
Highway 260 and there are several motels nearby. 
Lunch on Saturday will be on your own. There are 
several restaurants and fast food places in the area.  
On Saturday night Bill and Karen will host a bring 
your own meat/fish/veggie burger and alcoholic 
beverage BarBQ.  Tossed salad, beans, coffee, soda, 
water, dessert, and music will be supplied.  
On Sunday, coffee will be available, but breakfast will 
be on your own.   
 
There are numerous places of interest in the Camp 
Verde area including Pieh Tools, Ft. Verde State 
Park, Montezuma’s Castle, Montezuma’s Well, and 
the Cliff Castle Casino. Sedona and the Red Rocks 
are approximately 40 minutes away. On Saturday 
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon the Verde Valley Farmers’ 
Market takes place in downtown Camp Verde.   

Directions To Bill & Karen Morris’ : 
195 W. Fort McDowell Pl, Camp Verde 86322 
From Phoenix or Flagstaff 
I-17 North (from Phoenix) or South (from Flagstaff)  
to General Crook Trail, Exit 285 
• Turn right at the stop sign.  
• At the next stop sign, turn right onto East 260 

toward Payson to  Quarterhorse Lane, which is 
opposite the Ranger Station and is the first right 
turn after you cross the Verde River bridge.   

• Turn right onto Quarterhorse. Go (about ½ 
mile) to Ft Apache.  

• Turn right on Ft. Apache  
• Turn left on Ft. McDowell (first street on the 

left)  to 195 which is the white house with ma-
roon trim on the left after the road curves. 

 

Gordon Williams 
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Here are some tips that Mary Ann shared with us at the demo 
in Flagstaff. 
   Firstly, for those of you who want to work in copper, there 
are some small investments to make, to insure the work goes 
smoothly and without a lot of aggravation. 
     In working with sheets of copper, generally to make some-
thing gauges run between 20 gauge to 16….but 20, and 18 
are preferred, unless you are etching a piece, then 16 is proba-
bly better, so that you still end up with a substantial sheet 
when finished. 
   Unlike mild steel, which needs to be hot in order to shape it 
or texture it, copper is a bit different, as a forge would be way 
to hot to place the copper sheet into, thus melting your sheet 
before your eyes.  Copper does need to be annealed, in order 
to take a texture better, and to shape with ease.  Once you 
start to hammer or shape the sheet it gets hard, and will then 
need to be annealed again if you want to continue forming 
your piece.  So, if you go to the local hardware store you can 
purchase a propane torch kit with a self igniting push button, 
if you don’t want to mess with a striker….(not the kind that 
helps you hit on the anvil, but a striker that has a flint in it, 
and you squeeze it, and sparks come out of it, to help light 
something)….this torch is fantastic to get you started, just to 
heat up the small pieces you will be working with to shape.   
   Once you anneal your piece you need to clean it off getting rid of the dark scale, as you don’t want to beat that 
into your piece.  To do this, use a scotch bright pad….in one direction to keep the scratches uniform.  The pads 
come in different colors, green being the easiest to find in the grocery stores, but hardware stores carry some of 
the other colors, like red and gray…gray being the softest, similar to 000 steel wool. As one of our newest mem-
bers (Gloria Marsiglias) just taught me you don’t want to use steel wool, as this will contaminate your “pickle”.  
What is pickle? Well, that is what you can use to quickly clean your copper or silver, and it is a dry acid com-
pound that you add to warm water. 
 
Texturing techniques: 
 
As I demonstrated, there are a lot of things you can do to texture copper, once it has been annealed.  Here are 
just a few: 
 

1.    Bailing wire…you can shape this into scrolls, or whatever design you want and tape it or hold it onto the 
copper (on top) and hit your hammer to the piece of wire….if you do this on the anvil it will leave an im-
pression, but if you do it onto a piece of soft wood, it will sink the wire deeper, leaving a great impression 
on one side, and a great raised impression on the other. 

2.    Any perforated metals. You can just place it onto your copper and start hammering it onto the top piece, 
the pattern in your copper will mimic the steel piece. Hold onto the metal well, for if it bounces, it will 
not copy your design perfectly. 

3.    Fabric, lace, and mesh are best transferred with a rolling mill, but they too can be “beaten” onto the cop-
per to get a texture. 

4.    Drilling holes of various sizes also will lend to a texture, along with a copied peening of  dimples into the 
metal along with the holes. 

5.    Etching….to do this……you need to go to Fry’s electronics and buy Ferric Chloride, it comes in a pretty 
good size container.  Don’t dilute it, don’t touch it, do it in a well ventilated area, and use rubber some-
thing or other to get it out of the container.  One way to get a design….there are plenty of ways, but this 

Working with Copper, From Mary Ann’s Demo 
By Mary Ann LaRoche 
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is what I demo’d 
1.   Clean your copper!!!!! 
2.   Take a stamp pad with a design you like, and use a stamp pad that has permanent ink….

I use: StazOn available at Michaels, or some craft store, or online 
3.   Cover the back of the copper with packing tape….and leave a tab at the top to grab onto 
4.   Use something to protect the sides with….I use nail polish…..but, a black permanent 

marker will do too. 
5.   Container…..shallow is best…and closest to the size of your piece…… 
6.   I like to make sure my piece doesn’t sit right on the bottom of the container,…because 

the copper that is etched off, sits on the bottom.  So I put a tiny stone or two at the bot-
tom to place my piece on. 

7.   Leave the piece for at least an hour, and check on it…lift it out of the container, and let 
the black liquid slide off, to reveal your piece……if you are happy with it, rinse it off. If 
you want more texture, place back in.   

8.   When happy with results, remove, rinse in another container, neutralize with baking 
soda; then rinse the baking soda…. 

9.   Don’t dump down your drain!!!!! 
 
Ferric Chloride is an acid…it will become sludgy, and grow into this odd thing in the container……I gen-
erally can only use the stuff once…….I have tried, and it just doesn’t bite well after the first use.  While it 
is an acid, it isn’t extremely toxic…you can let it evaporate, and then throw out the crusty black blob left 
in the container. 
 
Patina options: just a couple: 
 

1.    You can scrub your copper with the scratch pads, getting it clean, and then use the torch, using a 
soft flame, and create a variety of colors…those blues, golden, reds…etc….depending on how 
close you hold the flame, and how long…… 

2.    Liver of sulfur…..smells like rotten eggs, and you need to get it at a jewelry supply place.  It 
comes in nuggets, and you need only a little bit to do the job.  Place a small piece into water…..
you can get varied hues by how warm the water is, and how much you add to your container.  The 
water turns yellow…..and the longer you dip your piece, the darker it comes out.  Experiment 
with this technique, to get different results.  The great thing about this is that it sits well into 
your textures, and you can always scratch it off if you want to just darken the texture.  You neu-
tralize it by placing it in cold water. 

3.    Alcohol inks…..two brands I use are: Adirondack, and Pinata Inks…They come in a wide variety 
of colors, and since they are alcohol based evaporate…They will also stain your fingers, clothes, 
and should be used in a well ventilated area.  Give your piece a tooth by cleaning it first. 

4.    Floor wax….paste….mix a drop of alcohol ink, along with a small amount of metallic powder….
there are a large assortment of colors to choose from….I used “Pearlex” (both the inks and this 
are available at a craft store)…mix all of these together to get a nice vibrant color onto your 
metal.  Buff with a soft rag when it is DRY!!! 

5.    Japanese Brown……..along with other Ron Young “Sculpt Nouveau patina’s….Japanese Brown 
alone gives a beautiful soft brassy brown color….but if you use First….one of the “Traditional 
Acid Greens or Blue patinas, and then spritz on some Japanese Brown on top of that…here and 
there…it is pretty cool. 

 
Final Finish……….use a Matt spray on top of your work to seal the colors you have done……….if you 
want a satin or gloss, you can spray over the matt….but use the matt first, if you don’t want to loose the 
hard work you have already done……. 
 
Have fun creating! 
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Reprinted from The California Blacksmith 
July / August 2011 
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SIZE MATTERS                                          By Barry Denton 
 

Anyone that has been to 
my shop knows that I like to work 
on big anvils and I don’t make par-
ticularly heavy items. I tend to 
make lots of horseshoes, bits, spurs, 
and household items. The shop an-
vils I use everyday are a 700lb. Pe-
ter Wright and occasionally a 
500lb. Hay Budden. Both anvils are 
in very nice shape with level tops, 
good ring, and rebound. These an-
vils are tied down to the anvil stand 
very tightly as any good using an-
vil should be. Some people that 
don’t have big anvils tend to think 
they are nothing but tools for ego-
maniacs or under steam hammers. 
You have to remember that your 
anvil is essentially another hammer, 
so the bigger the anvil the more 
force you will get out of each ham-
mer blow. In other words if you are 
forging on a 100lb. anvil and forge the same item on a 300lb. anvil with the same amount of force you will 
get a faster result. Isn’t efficiency the key to any manual labor? 

I realize that everyone is different and that they like different sized anvils. Of course, large anvils 
are only good in the shop as they aren’t much good to take to a demo. The other problem is trying to find 
hardies that fit those big hardie holes. However, if you are reading this you are probably a blacksmith and 
can make your own hardies. One of the first hardies I built for my big anvils was a mini anvil in case I 
needed to do a small operation. It comes in quite handy. Another thing I like about big anvils is the amount 
of room you have on them. Often times I will have 3 or 4 different pieces of steel I’m working on at various 
stages. If you finish the first piece you have room to leave it on the anvil while working on the next piece. 
However, I think the best feature is 
the room you have with cutting 
hardies. On a normal sized anvil you 
have to keep removing the cutting 
hardie because it is usually in the 
way before you continue to the next 
step. Besides that it is dangerous 
forging with a sharp edge sticking 
up. You certainly get spoiled with 
the extra room.  

Buying a large anvil is quite 
an investment, but normally a good 
one. Because large anvils tend to be 
scarce they tend to hold their value. 
Chances are when it comes time to 
sell your large anvil it will bring as 
much or more than you paid for it. 
Bigger is not always better, but 
when it comes to anvils, size DOES 
matter!  

Dennis Hensley and his 1400 pound Wilkinson Forged anvil 

1400 pound Fisher Anvil  Located in Trenton, NJ 
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Satin Shield— 
Available in Quarts. 
 

SATIN 
SHIELD®  

SS10 Clear Acrylic Sealant   
“A water based acrylic polymer emulsion that 
forms a smooth, satin-gloss dry finish. The 
finish has a pleasing satin gloss with no rub 
off residue. For applications requiring excel-
lent appearance for sales appeal or on parts 
that need clean handling properties.” 
   Many professional blacksmiths swear by 
Satin Shield for indoor finishing.  It is easy to 
apply—slop it on and use an air hose to blow 
away the excess or wipe it on with a soft rag. 
The resulting finish seals in the black carbon 
that is left from tumbling, seals out oxy-
gen—preventing rust, and leaves a smooth,  
finish that darkens the metal with out hiding 
the texture. It holds up for many years in 
most indoor applications.  
   The problem for non-pros is that 
Birchwood—Casey offers it in 5 gallon and 
larger quantities. Five gallons now costs 
upwards of $275.   
   Doug Kluender has purchased 5 gallons 
and some one quart containers and is 
repackaging it for AABA members. He is 
selling one quart ready - to - use  for $12.00 
each. Doug Kluender 602-818-1230. 
   Doug will be at the Camp Verde demo and 
will have some finish samples.  
 
Editor’s note:  I am doing about 45 feet of indoor 
stair railing. The elements are tumbled then 
sealed with Satin Shield.  I like Satin Shield be-
cause I can blow in into and behind all the joints.  
I think it looks great with just the satin shield, 
however the customer doesn’t care for the natural 
iron look and wants a brown leathery look.. I am 
using Guilder’s Paste (that I got from Pieh Tool) 
to create the color. Satin Shield  provides a good 
base for the Guilder’s Paste as it allows  me to 
blend the colors and soften the brush marks.  
When the Guilder’s Paste dries it is permanent. 
   It will take less than one quart of Satin Shield 
to do the entire railing—it goes a long way.   
 

I got tired of getting frustrated when I tried to cut 
something to a specified length by marking a work piece 
with a cold punch or a cold chisel and then wasting time 
(and heat) trying to find the mark in the incandescent 
glow of the piece when it came out of the forge.  One af-
ternoon I noticed a large block of steel in a corner and 
started using it to establish the needed  
distance from the hardy. To be effective, the block needs 
to have a lot of mass.  The block of steel that I used 
weighs about 20 pounds. 

Cut off Stop   
By Bill Ganoe 
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CALENDAR 2011 
September 3                Open Forge                                      Grizzly Iron                                     Phoenix 
September 16              Board Meeting                                 Bill & Karen Morris                         Camp Verde 
September 17 & 18      Demo Gordon Williams                  Bill & Karen Morris                         Camp Verde 
October 29                  Auction & Banquet                           Sahuaro Ranch                                 Glendale 
November 12               Demo                                                TBD 

The AH Needs Your Photos 
Ok, it’s obvious from one look at the cover that I didn’t 
have any great new photos of your wonderful black-
smithing.  It’s supposed to be a NEWSletter, not an I 
already saw that letter.  Help!  
  Thanks to all those that did send info, articles and pho-
tos for this issue.     

Deadline: October 7 for the No-
vember  issue of the Anvil’s Horn. Earlier would be 
greatly appreciated.  Articles, photos, notices, and ads 
can be emailed to: Danshammer@cox.net or mailed to 
AABA 2522 W. Loughlin Dr. Chandler, AZ 85224 

George P. Williams 

Welcome New Member 2011  Auction & Banquet 
This year the auction will be held on October 29 at Sa-
guaro Ranch.  Registration will begin at 11 am with food 
being served at 12 noon and the auction starting at 1 pm.  
Look for the food cards in this newsletter. 
   The theme for the auction items is “Practical Art”.  We 
need you to create art work so we can sell it! You can even 
buy it back if you love it so much. (some people do!) The 
idea behind this theme is to make something artistic but 
practical. It could be anything from a table, lamp, or a 
mirror frame, to a back scratcher  Be creative and have 
fun.  The items will be judged (there are categories for 
novice, intermediate and advanced smiths)  and the win-
ners will get an awesome hand forged trophy. Just get out 
there and start forging something so we can raise some 
money for the scholarship fund!  
   Elsewhere in this issue you will find a tear out, sign up 
card. Please fill out your name and how many meals of 
each kind you would like to pre-register for.  AABA mem-
bers will be grilling the food 
this year to lower our costs.        
     Please bring a side to 
share, such as bread, biscuits, 
fruit, beans, fruit salad, pasta 
salad, potatoes, sweet pota-
toes, okra, grits, French fries, 
I think you get the point, etc. 
Please return this card before 
October 15, 2011. 
    If you would like more 
information about the meal 
or the auction, please call 
Jason at 602-716-9660 or 
602-717-1459 or email:  
jason@grizzlyiron.com.   
 

Chasing and Repousse 
Workshop—Cancelled 
Or Postponed until a later date.  For more info contact 
jason@grizzlyiron.com 

BOD Meeting 
Friday evening, September 16,  6:00 pm, AABA will hold 
a board of director’s meeting at Bill and Karen’s in Camp 
Verde.  Board meetings are open to all members who 
wish to attend—We welcome your input. 

Peter 
Sevin 

In Memory of 
John Higginbotham  
John Higginbotham was an AABA member for many 
years and active in the ’90’s.  He  a very special person  
to whom AABA and blacksmithing meant a great deal. 
   Donations in his name will be used to further black-
smithing education in Arizona. 
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AABA Website:  AZ-blacksmiths.org 

AABA New Member and Membership Renewal Form 
Name______________________________________________________________________ 
Address ____________________________________________________________________ 
City________________________________State___________Zip_____________________ 
Phone___________________   Email____________________________________________    
Professional blacksmith____  Hobbyist____  Farrier____Blade smith ______   
Your main blacksmithing interest_______________________________________________     
Occupation or skill_______________________________________________________________________ 
Please check one:  
Regular membership ($30)____ 
Family membership  ($35)____ 
 
Make Check Payable to AABA 

Mail to:    Terry Porter 
2310 E. Melrose St. 
Gilbert, AZ  85297             

Vern Lewis Welding 
AABA Discount 
Vern Lewis Welding Supply, Inc has a great discount pro-
gram for AABA members. Delivery is available at the low 
price of $8.00 per order. 
Vern Lewis Welding Supply, Inc: www.vernlewis.com or 
contact Carol Armold @ 602-252-0341 
 Examples of Discount pricing 
       Oxygen - $12.30 (LG Cylinder)      75/25- $39.38       

Pieh Tool Educational 
Opportunities 
Beginner/Intermediate Blacksmithing Classes 
with Gordon Williams   
Classes for the remainder of 2011: 
September 30—October 2 
October 21-23 
November 18 –20 
December 9-11 
$455 per 30 hour class. All materials and equip-
ment are provided. 
Bill Pieh Resource for Metalwork at Pieh Tool in 
Camp Verde, Arizona. Contact: 928-554-0700 or  
www.piehtoolco.com 

Open Forge: Tucson 
Hot weather and holidays have temporarily suspended the 
event. October 1 will be the next one. Be ready to hammer at  
Holy Hammer Ironworks.  Questions? Give Harold a call at 
(520) 603-6723.    

Open Forge: Phoenix 
Grizzly Iron is hosting their monthly open forge  8:00 am 
until around noon.  September 3 and October 1 will be the 
next ones. 
     Grizzly Iron, Inc   
     1329 W Lincoln St.,  Phoenix, AZ 85007 

MCC  Blacksmithing & 
Welding 
  The MCC blacksmithing program is one of the 
best deals around - over 60 hours of instruction 
for just under $450 and that includes material and 
propane!  Saturday (Jaime Escobedo instructor) 
and evening classes (Dan Jennings instructor) are 
available. Blacksmithing is WLD103. 
     TIG, MIG, Arc, Gas, and Art classes are all 
available, as is certification in any of those weld-
ing methods at Mesa Community College, South-
ern and Dobson in Mesa. 
   If you try to register for any Welding Depart-
ment classes on line, you will find all classes are 
closed (full).  Contact Dan at danshammer@cox.
net with the class number (time and days) of the 
class you’d  like to take—I’ll get an override num-
ber so you can sign up. 
For more info go to: www.mesacc.edu   

Volunteers Needed for 
AABA Auction & Banquet 
We still need help with this year’s auction and banquet 
dinner.  We need help with everything from planning to 
cooking the food.  We will also need your help with equip-
ment for cooking.  If you need something to do or you 
have something to offer contact Jason and he’ll get you 
working. Phone: 602-716-9660 or 602-717-1459  
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Member’s Gallery: Kurt Perry 
Kurt was a MCC blacksmithing student who joined AABA not quite a year ago. Kurt is in the process of 
setting up a forge at his house – working in the side yard; trying to keep everything neat so the wife 
doesn’t have to look at a pile of rusty iron, and trying to find some shade where ever possible. Of course, 
money for such things is in short supply so it’s not happening as fast as he’d like.    Sound familiar? 
    Kurt took stock of is skills and assets and decided maybe he could do something with a pile of horse-
shoes and other scraps he had come up with.  He made some ants and some spiders and has sold  quite  a 
few.   He got into making Freidrich Crosses and has sold several of them.  He put the tomahawks he 
made in blacksmithing class on Ebay and sold them. He has sold enough stuff to  buy a set of oxy-
acetylene bottles, (he’s had  the torch set  for over a year, but couldn’t quite afford the bottles) a gas saver 
valve  and more material.   Besides getting some cash Kurt is gaining skills.  His quality is improving as 
is the complexity of his work.  
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Member’s Gallery: Harold Hilborn  
Ok, I know it’s not blacksmithing, but how cool is it to get the make the mailbox for your welding supplier 
and get to make it look like a welding helmet?  The beehive fireplace doors, however, are very nicely forged.  

Above: Harold’s  2008 Auction Piece 
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Member’s Gallery:  Doug Thompson 
Doug Thompson Metalcraft   
 
A decade ago I had the opportunity to visit Doug Thompson Metalcraft. Doug was doing  very profes-
sional, often high volume  fabrication, but not much blacksmithing. I knew Doug because he would come to 
all the AABA demos and ask tons of very detailed questions and keep copious notes with sketches. 
   Well, in the last few years Doug has put all that knowledge to work.  He now has a credible body of high 
quality blacksmithing in his portfolio.  Check out his website at www.dtmetalcraft.com 
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Editor’s note: 
 
Brian Hughes sent me this article  
from the January 1914 issue of 
The American Blacksmith. 
  This article is a unique look at 
how they solved manufacturing 
problems 100 years ago and shows 
an interesting forge weld. 
   I have been wanting to try this 
method of forge welding a shaft (or 
even square stock), but haven’t got-
ten around to it..   I figured I’ll 
give you the opportunity to try it. If 
you do, let me know the outcome. 
 
Thanks 
 
Dan    
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Modeling Clay 
Blacksmiths use modeling clay to figure out 
how to forge iron.  We can quickly shape the 
clay without lighting the forge .  We can test 
tools, stamps, and techniques. 
   I have quite a lot of modeling clay that is a 
decade old and while it is still workable, it is 
not as workable as it used to be, especially on 
a 40 degree winter day. 
  I stumbled on this info that will be of use to 
me and might benefit you as well.  
 
Reprinted from Bituminous Bits May 2011 
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 Photo From July’s Flagstaff Demo 

Paul Dief holding an etched plate. 

Mo brought this character 

Grizz demo’d 
the calla lily.  
Below is the 
story board 

Sarah Hams brought some of her forged jewelry  
including this necklace.  

(Lyn loves the earrings I got in Iron In The Hat) 
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Classified ads are free to members and can be submitted by email 
to:  danshammer@cox.net  Classifieds 

A Copper Rose Metal Art  has  
Chasing / Repousse Pitch  
 http://www.chasers-pitch.com  
Debra Montgomery  
P.O. Box 212  Dunlap, CA  93621  
877-685-7467 toll free  

MSC Industrial Supply Co. is a 
mail-order supplier of all kinds of 
industrial & metalworking supplies.  
You can get a 4500+ page catalog by 
calling 1-800-645-7270. 

 

Scottsdale Farrier  Supply 
Mostly farrier supplies, but has ham-
mers, tongs and other blacksmith 
goodies. Ph. 480-838- 4455 863 E. 
Baseline Rd. Tempe 85283  

Pieh Tool Company Inc. 
Blacksmith Supplies, Coal, coke, & 
Kasenit #1 in 1# cans, 
 661 Howards Road Suite J 
Camp Verde, AZ 86322 
888-743-4866 ,www.piehtoolco.com  

IMS (formerly Capitol Metals). 
Full service supplier of Steel, 
Stainless, Brass, Aluminum, Cop-
per. 5150 S. 48 ST. PHX. 602-454-
1500 

Sources 

S5 Tool Steel for Sale 
1", 1 1/4" and 2" Round  
12-14" Lengths. $3 per pound 
602-716-9660 
Rodger or Jason 

 

 

Brent Bailey. A blacksmith in Cali-
fornia specializing in  custom tools 
and ornamental forgings for arti-
sans.  
www.brentbaileyforge.com 

Pacific Insulation Company 
Supplier of high temp insulating 
materials. Bricks, Kaowool and 
other refractories.  215 S. 14 St. 
Phoenix. 602-276-1361 

Bar U Bar Supply  
 Several 65 lb. & 85 lb. swage 
blocks for sale. Your source for an-
vils, post vises, and other new & 
used blacksmith  tools.  
Barry Denton  ph 928-442-3290  
 email:  barubarranch@gmail.com 
 website: www.barubar.com  

Rocky Mountain Smiths have 
videos available of their conference 
demonstrators. Most of these are 
high quality edited, multi-camera  
videos.  For more info go to: 
 www.rockymountainsmiths.org 

Vern Lewis Welding Supply, 
Discount pricing for AABA mem-
bers. Contact: Chris 
Perella @ 602-319-7693 
Examples:    Oxygen - $12.30 (LG 
Cylinder)   75/25- $39.38     

Blue Moon Press, Ltd. 
Metalwork books, some of which 
are only available through them. 
Bluemoonpress.org  
Toll free ph. 866-627-6922. 

Wanted: Wrought iron Bar 
1” or larger – the larger the bet-
ter.    
Call Ira: 520-742-5274 
Email treeira@hotmail.com 

Drill Presses For Sale 
18 inch Walker Turner heavy duty 
with ½” Jacobs chuck. 120 volt. ¾ 
horsepower. $275.00 
18-inch Buffalo floor model. Solid older 
cast iron unit. Baldor 1 HP 3 phase mo-
tor. Add a VFD for variable speed 
Control or switch back to single phase 
motor.  $150.00 OBO 
Doug Kluender 602-818-1230 

Real Wrought Iron. 
We are currently dismantling the 
1887 Globe Elevator near the Du-
luth-Superior Harbor and reclaiming 
its old-growth lumber. Among its 
other treasures are several tons of 
Real Wrought Iron rods ranging 
from 5/8" to 1-1/4" in diameter. We 
also have millions of square-cut 
wrought iron nails.  Prices range 
from $1.88 to $5.25 per pound.    
Call or email to current price and 
availablity. 
Jason LaBare   
Wisconsin Woodchuck LLC   
Superior, Wisconsin   
(218) 348-9869   
www.WisconsinWoodchuck.net   
www.OldGlobeWood.com  

Need Help? 
Do you live in the Tucson area? 
Maybe in an apartment or 
condo and you don’t have a 
smithy but want to blacksmith. 
Or maybe you would like some 
one on one lessons for black-
smithing or welding. Perhaps 
you are a professional smith or 
fabricator and don’t have all the 
equipment you need yet. I am 
making Holy Hammer Iron-
works available for all these 
needs on a floating scale per 
hour depending on your needs. 
If you are interested please give 
me (Harold Hilborn) a call at 
(520) 603-6723. Thanks! 
 
 

Kinyon Simple Air Hammer 
pneumatic kits.  Includes cylin-
der, valves, fittings and hose.   
Ron Kinyon 602-568-8276 
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Arizona Artist Blacksmith Association 
Attn:     Dan Jennings 
              2522 W. Loughlin Dr. 
              Chandler, AZ 85224  
Address Service Requested 

The Anvil's Horn is the official newsletter of the Arizona Artist Blacksmith Association. Published every other month preceding the bimonthly meetings of the 
Association, the newsletter is oriented toward anyone interested in blacksmithing and related forms of metal work. Membership is available at the rate of $30 for 
individuals; $35 for families and includes a subscription to the The Anvil's Horn for one year. Every attempt has been made to ensure the accuracy of 
information appearing here, but no liability is assumed by the Association, its officers or editor for errors, damages, or injuries resulting from any design, use, 
construction or application of said information.  Uncopyrighted material may be used freely by other similar organizations provided proper credit is given. Any 
copyrighted articles appearing hearin should not be reproduced without permission of the author. Matters relating to newsletter submissions, corrections, etc. 
should be addressed to the editor: Dan Jennings 2522 W. Loughlin Dr. ,Chandler, AZ 85224 Tel: 480-510-3569  Fax: 480-839-6339   Danshammer@cox.net 
 
For membership info or  address change, contact: Terry Porter 2310 E Melrose Street, Gilbert 85297  480-988-2070  trp555@prodigy.net 
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Geoff Gifford 

Items from 
previous 
AABA  
Auctions. 
There is always a 
wide range of  com-
plexity, lot’s of 
door prizes and 
plenty of good 
deals.    
 Make plans to at-
tend this year on 
October 29. 

See page 10 for more 
details.  


